Department Chair co-leads new Cancer Genomics Center

Joel Saltz, MD, PhD, chair and professor of BMI, Fadlo Khuri, MD, and Haian Fu, PhD (PI) will co-lead Emory’s new Molecular Interaction Center for Functional Genomics (MicFG). The center is funded by a five-year, $4.2 million grant from the National Cancer Institute (NCI), and will focus on protein-protein interactions. MicFG joins the nine-member network of the Cancer Target Discovery and Development (CTD2) organization. BMI faculty member Carlos Moreno, PhD, will serve as a

Join the Informaniacs
BMI/CCI is organizing its own team this year to help the Winship Cancer Institute raise money to support advances in cancer research. Register and join the Informaniacs here

CFAR Awarded $9 million
NIH has renewed the award for the Center for AIDS Research (CFAR) at Emory. Joel Saltz, MD, PhD and Alfredo Tirado-Ramos, PhD, co-lead the Biostatistics and Biomedical Informatics
Monthly Tech Talk and CTIR

**Technical Talk**

Sep. 25  CCI Classroom  1-2 pm  
Speaker: Charles Kahn, MD

**Clinical & Translational Informatics Rounds**

Sep. 27  EUH Classroom B/C  12-1 pm  
Speaker: Corinne Fantz, PhD

**News**

Emory will be closed for Labor Day on September 3

**Welcome new students!**

Xin Chen, Jung-Ting Chien and Yanhui Liang all join our BMI track of the Math/CS PhD program

---

**Contact**

Department of Biomedical Informatics  
36 Eagle Row #563  
Atlanta, GA 30322  
404-727-4811

**Contributions**

If you have any newsletter items please email:  
[www.bmi.emory.edu](http://www.bmi.emory.edu)  
[suzy.newton@emory.edu](mailto:suzy.newton@emory.edu)

---

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, simply click [unsubscribe](mailto:).

---
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